Legislation

THE CRIMINAL LAW OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA*

Adopted on 1 July 1979 at the second session of the Fifth National People's Congress

PART I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

Chapter I. Guiding Ideology, Task, and Scope of Application

Chapter II. Offenses

Section One. Offenses and Penal Responsibility
Section Two. Preparation to Commit an Offense, Attempted Offense, and Incomplete Offense
Section Three. Joint Offense

Chapter III. Punishments

Section One. Types of Punishments
Section Two. Surveillance
Section Three. Detention
Section Four. Fixed-term Imprisonment and Life Imprisonment
Section Five. Death Penalty
Section Six. Fines
Section Seven. Deprivation of Political Rights
Section Eight. Confiscation of Property

Chapter IV. The Concrete Application of Punishments

Section One. The Meting Out of Punishment
Section Two. Repeat Offenders
Section Three. Voluntary Surrender
Section Four. Combined Punishment for Several Offenses
Section Five. Suspension of Punishment
Section Six. Commutation
Section Seven. Parole
Section Eight. Prescription

Chapter V. Other Provisions

PART II. SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

Chapter I. Counterrevolution
Chapter II. Acts Against Public Security
Chapter III. Acts Against the Socialist Economic Order
Chapter IV. Acts Against the Personal and Democratic Rights of Citizens
Chapter V. Encroachment on Property
Chapter VI. Acts Against the Social Order
Chapter VII. Acts Against Marriage and the Family
Chapter VIII. Derelection of Official Duty